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A

fter an amazing Easter Steve and I had difficulty deciding what to put
in this month’s newsletter – we could have filled it five times over.
However after the amazing Give a Hen for Easter project started by
Maria Clarke that over 150 people responded to we thought it only right that
half our newsletter should be given over to the happy people receiving their
Easter hens. These hens make a real difference and provide eggs, chicks
(which provide more hens and also cocks for the pot – sorry cocks) – all much
needed nourishment for the community. Steve and I were in the States for
Easter so hen photos were sometimes pinging on my phone via WhatsApp
and sometimes on Maria’s. We think we have all of them now but if you
purchased a hen for Easter and the photo is not in this newsletter let us know
and we will find it. We have always made a point of ensuring that every
penny donated reaches its destination and the donor receives photos to show
what a difference their gift made!
AN EGGSITING EASTER IN NKURINGO!
We were also touched by the wonderful gesture of Sara McKay who kindly
donated money to provide the school with a meat meal and lemonade (a
great treat instead of water) for Easter. The children and staff thoroughly
enjoyed their meal – remember most people only get meat once a year so the school children are doing really well
with the help of Sara and all the sponsors and friends who support the community.
Gavin Willis – one of our sponsors and staunch supporter of Nkuringo is aiming to raise £17,000 for charity this
year – to be split between seven worthy charities – of which Nkuringo is one. See page 18 for details and please try
to support his events – the first being a football match at the Amex Stadium, Brighton on 7th May. We will be there!
Mel, Georgie and Molly Dolding are also putting on another concert “Crowborough Rocks for Nkuringo” on
Saturday 26th May – we went to the last one and the talent was unbelievable. Hope to see you there too!
Eileen Johnstone is bravely walking 60 miles over two days, 26-27 May, also to raise money for Nkuringo. If you
can support her efforts on JustGiving (The London to Brighton Walk) that would be wonderful. Photos next month!!
My efforts now are turning towards our next charity trip to Nkuringo at the end of May. Another exciting
adventure! Please note I have had two places become vacant on the October 2018 trip due to family issues. We
desperately need two more people to come on this trip to carry much needed aid out to the community. Message
me if you can give up a week from 19th (pm) - 28th October 2018 to come on the adventure of a lifetime.
We hope you enjoy the newsletter. Please email me if you have any queries or articles for a future magazine.
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Hope you had a Happy Easter!!!!
Remember if you have any questions regarding anything in this newsletter or have an article for us
to include please contact us!
Enjoy
Jan Duchesne

This monthly newsletter is produced for the sponsors who help support the Nkuringo Foundation and Primary School.
Written by Janet Duchesne and produced by Stephen Knowlden. Article contributions welcomed.
Contact details fo further information email janet.duchesne@speechcentre.co.uk or go to nkuringo website www.nkuringo.org.uk
A new website is currently in the process of being built - hope to be with you soon

PLAYGROUND FINISHED
TOILETS NEARLY DONE

T

he building projects at the school are progressing nicely! The rainy
season is still with us in Nkuringo which means building work can
progress as there is water available to make cement.
The playground is now complete – what a difference to the rocky muddy
area the children had before! Thank you Maria Clarke and all your friends
for making this possible. We cannot wait to see it in May!!!
The Ecosan toilets funded by IndigoFest (Indigo Tax and Accountancy
Limited and our wonderful sponsor Teresa Noon) are also nearing completion. The roof is on and the cubicles are awaiting doors. The steps
down to them are now in progress and we hope to see them in use very
soon!
I understand preparation work has also started on the dormitory and
office refurbishment so kindly funded by Rotherfield Primary School –
photos in the next issue!
Thank you everyone who continues to donate to these worthwhile projects – you can see you are making a real change to this little community!
If you want to help please get in touch.
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L

uckily, the twin villages of Little and
Great Horwood like a party. I’ve previously organised 2 charity events and
both have been well attended, with
plenty of refreshments purchased, so I
was confident we could make a success
of this one.

hat passed round the hall, raising an
amazing £60 on it’s own.
Ticket sales started slow, but as word
spread, this picked up and we were
pleased with final numbers. I don’t
think there were more than a couple of people we didn’t know so the
atmosphere was one of a big party,

with a room full of people dressed
in various 80’s themed outfits: from
Freddy Mercury, a Mario Brother,
Madonna look a likes, and various
leg warmers and rarrar skirts.
Anita and I were kept busy at bar
whilst the dancing continued.
After the final song was played,
lights gently turned up and revellers drifted home, we cleared
away and counted our pennies.

After all costs, we raised an amazing

£925.34!
Anita Baxter and her 2 children, Jas
and James, will be joining us on the
October trip and so there’s a lot of
collective fund raising on the go. Being
of a certain age, Anita and I spent
our formative years listening to 80’s
music, so what better way to spend
a Saturday night in March than
partying away to the tunes of this
decade and raising money?
A local DJ, Paul French, agreed
to oversee the music and many
thanks go to him for doing it at
such a hugely reduced rate, and
really getting the party going
with games and a fund raising

I told you they liked to party! Well, the
following day, we were hounded to
hold another and so a Blues Brothers
tribute/80’s disco is in planning for
May! Watch this space for more dubious photos.
Tara Garritt
Fundraising for the Nkuringo Foundation, Uganda
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Gilbert Akampurira. He
completed Primary Seven
at Nombe Primary School,
passing his exams with
a 2nd grade. Gilbert is 16
years old from Nyabaremura village. He is the 2nd
born with 5 brothers and 1
sister. His father is Evarist
Kabosi who unfortunately is unable to do any physical
activity and his mother is Coreta Akankwasa who grow
crops in order to provide food for the children.

Deus Muhangyi. He completed Primary Seven at
Nteko Primar. He passed
his exams with a 2nd
grade. Deus is 15 years
old from Kikobero village.
He is the 2nd born with 3
brothers and 2 sisters. His
father is John Kahababo
and his mother is Donata Mukamusoni: both are peasants
who grow crops for home consumption only.

Gaston Tumwesigye. He
completed Primary Seven at
Nteko Primary School, passing his exams with a 2nd
grade. Gaston is 15 years
old from Nteko village.
He is the first born with 4
brothers and 3 sisters. His
father is Ruben Sarapio and
mother is Sylvia Maniriho. Both parents are peasants who
grow crops on a small scale for home consumption only.

Joan Natukunda She completed her Primary Seven at
Rubuguri Primary School,
pasing her exams with a
2nd grade. Joan is 17 years
old from Rugandu village.
She is the 11th born with 6
brothers and 6 sisters . Her
father is Innocent Bigyemano and her mother is Prisca Bafakurera. Both parents are
quite old and are unable to do any work at home to support
Joan in her education.

WATER TANKS NEEDED
Water is essential for everyone, wherever we live in the world. If you have ever
had a water shortage in your area, you will know the panic that spreads across the
community. Imagine being without water most of the time! Because Nkuringo
is so high up, the people of Nkuringo have to walk miles and miles down the
mountainous terrain and back up to collect water. Water tanks are invaluable in
order to collect any rainwater for when needed. There is currently only one tank at
Nkuringo Secondary. We are hoping to raise enough money for at least one if not
two more water tanks for the school.
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There are now 32 children at secondary school because of our wonderful sponsors – thank you
so much! Currently we still have 11 children waiting to be gifted the chance to continue
their education. Below are four of these children. Without help, their families can’t afford
to send them to school.
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YOUR POTENTIAL FOR LIFE
DISCOVER YOUR
FOR LIFE and Kate
Manage
by POTENTIAL
Mel Dolding
Bishop

After the success of last year’s
Crowborough Rocks 4 Nkuringo,
Georgie Dolding alongside
Crowborough Rocks ( a local
organisation which encourages
young performers to showcase
their talent ) is putting on a
repeat performance. If you live
in the local area and would like
to come and support Georgie,
all the performers and Nkuringo,
see the poster for details. Tickets
are only £6! If you know anyone
who would like to sing/play at the
event, please email melasizz@
yahoo.co.uk.
If anyone does want to donate,
please can they contact me:
melasizz@yahoo.co.uk or
Katelouisebishop@hotmail.com.

2

CROWBOROUGH

ROCKS
3

“Money going towards transporting more aid to

NKURINGO

”

SATURDAY 26th MAY 2018 / JARVIS BROOK GUIDE HUT 6PM TO 10:30PM
Tickets £6 available from melasizz@yahoo.co.uk / mobile 07584 189324
Refreshments (non-alcoholic)

Attached are the photos of all the children who were sponsored in March.
Mike - Lauren Glasson
and Mayfield
Preschool
Agatha - Amanda
Howcroft-Stemp

Allen - Jo Darby
Theatre School

Gloria Pippa Ankjaer

Friday Sue Evans

Mackline Helen Green

Ronald - Gemma and
Prim - Alice Stallion/ Nick - Razzamataz
Nicola Barnes

200
NEARLY

LETTERS FROM UK
The children love to hear from their sponsors – if you haven’t
written recently please do take the time to pick up a pen. A few
words, some stickers, a photo or two and you will make someone
really happy. You can write to the children at both the Nkuringo
Primary and Secondary Schools. If you don’t sponsor a child you
can still write – they love pen friends and will gladly write back!!
Email me for details.

HENS GET
NEW HOMES
THANKS TO
YOU!

L

ast month Maria Clarke launched the “Give a Hen for
Easter” Project. Instead of buying a chocolate egg as a
gift – give a hen to someone in Nkuringo! The hen provides
eggs for much needed nourishment – and can go on to
produce more hens – giving a needy family a real chance of
improving their lot!
We did not expect the project to take off so suddenly
and so well. Basically you donate £10, name the hen and
allocate it to a named sponsor child, a needy child, the HIV
group, the Batwa pygmy group or the Nkuringo Foundation
Nursery and Primary School. In return you get a photo of
your hen with name. What a
meaningful Easter Present!
Maria and I started to
field requests. I was
transferring the money with hen lists and
requirements and Asgario was busy buying,
giving and getting photos back. It did not
help that I was in the States for Easter –
where the gently ping of photos arriving
rocked my sleep!
I think we got there. You all made a
tremendous difference to the
community with so many hens now
laying eggs and hopefully producing
more hens!
We will be more organised next Easter!!! Get
your orders in early! If your hen is not here
please email me – I will find it!
Apart from that enjoy the photos of so many
very happy people..

March 9
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OUR BAGS ARE
GETTING FULL!
A

s the Go Uganda May 2018 trip approaches
people are still packing what they can into
the tiniest crannies of their suitcases. I know I
have enough stuff now in my loft for several Go
Uganda trips and still the donations keep
coming. Obviously we will take what we can –
and hopefully sponsors will not be upset if we
cannot squeeze more than a tiny wind up torch
– if that – as a gift for their sponsor child – we
have so many needy people who have never
received anything to consider.
Tara Garritt – who was on the trip last October
and is on both trips this year with me - has also
been overwhelmed with amazing donations.
We all remember the wonderful high end baby
clothes Tara took out last time – well she has
been given another box of baby clothes and
blankets worth over £4000 which will be going
with her to Nkuringo! Tara will also be taking
donations of fabulous clothes and shoes
collected by High Ash School who also sponsor
in Nkuringo and are sending out a pack of letters
to each of their three children.
Eileen Johnstone – who was also with us last
October – was overwhelmed when her brother
popped in with some bits and pieces he had
bought specifically for our favourite community.
Thank you everyone for your kindness. We have
two spaces to fill on the October 2018 trip and
if any of you would like to take your gifts out
personally please email me!

FOR THOSE PEOPLE GOING
IN JUNE THE COUNTDOWN
BEGINS!

I

t is suddenly becoming very real for those
people who are on the Go Uganda May/
June trip to take aid out to Nkuringo. Flights
are booked, Yellow Fever jabs done, bags are
slowly getting packed and the last hurdle is the
visa – which we will all apply for in the coming
week or so. Then all it takes is to turn up at the
airport ready to fly!!!!

Personally last time I went I wore lightweight
trekking trousers and took one extra pair for the
Lake Mutanda canoe trip (you will not be doing
any washing). I took two skirts – although
could have managed on one. All these were
rolled in my rucksack, hand luggage, along with
t shirts and pants. I put my wash bag in one of
the two hold bags I was taking out.

I thought I would give some hints here on
things you may want to think about taking –
although you can always get good advice on
our Go Uganda Facebook page!

Food is included in the package and is amazing. If you have any special requirements then

We travel light personally to
enable us to take as much aid out
as we can. When in Nkuringo we
have bedding, towels, (and shower
rooms) so do not need to carry
anything like that. During the day
you will either be walking around
the community/schools, visiting Lake
Mutanda, trekking gorillas (if prebooked) – or lounging in the bar at the
Guest House watching the glow of the
active volcano over in the Congo.
You therefore need a good pair of
walking/trekking shoes. We ask you to
travel out in your fleece and polo shirt so
we look like a group and have an identity.
Wear trekking trousers or lightweight
trousers to travel in and also your walking
boots. Also travel in a lightweight
waterproof to save packing it just in case we
get rain!
Pack a pair of sandals if the weather is nice and
you are just walking up to the school or around
the local vicinity. I also pop in a pair of flip
flops for the room. Ladies need to wear a skirt
or dress when visiting the children or
community as it is respectful. This can be
as simple as a sarong tied over your trousers
or leggings. Women do not wear trousers in
Nkuringo unless they are working as guides or
trekkers. They even wear dresses to farm the
land. Children distinguish between men and
women by the clothes they wear as so many
keep their heads shaved.
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Day 6

Sunday 3rd June 2018
Visit to the Church
The Church in Nkuringo has formed
strong ties with St Denys Church in
Rotherfield, East Sussex and on our
last visit we took out a paten and
chalice from them. We also sung
to the congregation. Whatever
your faith visiting the church is a
moving experience with packed
joyous congregations singing with
gusto!
Visit to the Women’s Group
The Womens group make baskets,
plates, necklaces etc. to sell to
raise money to help themselves.
The support each other through
often hard times. We try to take
baby clothes, dresses and shoes
for them. Their energetic dances of
thanks are inspiring!

Left: The church at Nkuringo
where services are held on Thursdays and
Sundays
Right: The dug-out canoes are a tight
squeeze but when in Rome...
Below left: The womans group
welcome their visitors by dancing.
Below: Children being taught a
nursery rhyme

Day 7
Monday 4th June 2018
Take children to Lake Mutanda for trip on lake in dug-out Canoes. For many this is the highlight of the week. Two
children from each class who have worked hard through the year are chosen to come with us for a trip in a dugout canoe on Lake Mutanda. Many of these children have never seen a lake and often have not been far from
the village. You can choose to travel with them in the open truck (normal mode of transport) or follow behind in
comfort. The journey is a couple of hours or so. Most of us travelled with the children as they sung their hearts
out and gasped at tarmac, towns – so many strange things! If you spend your life fetching water from streams
down the valley to suddenly see a lake – and then to go out on it is beyond magic! Throw in lunch and a
stop at the market for popcorn and you have a day trip that you will never forget!

Day 8
Tuesday 5th June 2018
Chill with the children and visit Top of the World. This is our last full day with
the children and teachers we have come to know by name. The morning can
be spent helping in the classrooms, teaching games or anything else you want
to do. In the afternoon everyone will go up to Top of the World – the hill that
towers over Nkuringo and from whose dizzy heights you can see the Virunga
mountains and volcanoes of Rwanda and the Congo. Here the children play
sports every week and today you can watch them play football – or even join in!

Day 9
Wednesday 6th June 2018
Final Goodbyes. Our last day in Nkuringo. For those going home there is the
morning to say final goodbyes to the many friends you will have made before
making the trip back over the border into Rwanda. Time for a superb last meal
at the Hut in Kigali (see next page) before going to the airport to fly home. The
meal at the Hut is not included. Go Uganda 2017 all loved the food there so
much we went back! Look it up on the net. Not expensive. For those staying on
it will be time to chill and sort out ready to leave the following morning early for
the Queen Elizabeth National Park – and another totally different adventure!

please let us know. Uganda is the fruit and
vegetable bowl of Africa and the avocados and
potatoes are to die for!
Do take snacks if you are worried – although
not a bag full or that would negate the reason
for going! Most of us ate too much when we
were out there and ended up donating the
snacks we brought out to locals!
You can pay for most things in dollars – even
gifts! The Hut in Rwanda, where we have our
last meal – not included - takes credit cards
if necessary. Those on the extension will be
on safari where trousers are the norm – so do
take an extra pair! Take a head torch for those
times when electricity lets us down – and lots
of AntiBac Hand Gel. Hand Gel will be your best
friend and stop you picking up any bugs we are
not used to. Take a larger bottle in your hold
luggage to fill up the smaller one you keep in
your bum bag at all times.
And most important of all take a camera and
a hanky because every one of you will become
emotional at some stage – and want to return!
Our Go Uganda 2017 group is going back en
masse in 2019! It is a trip you will never forget!!
Remember if you are not booked on a trip but
are interested – we have two places available
now for October 2018 – email me for details!
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SEARCH SEVEN’S
#SHARE7 INITIATIVE

Event sponsorship packages

In celebration of our 7th year, we’ve set a 17k
fundraising target in support of 7 charities.

MONDAY 7TH MAY 2018
7PM KICK OFF AT AMEX STADIUM, BRIGHTON

17k target – 7 charities – 7th birthday
S7 Teds Trophy @ the AMEX - May 7th 2018

There are 7 different sponsorship
packages available for the S7 Teds
Trophy event, details of each are listed
below. Each package offers excellent
brand exposure for your business
whilst making a valuable contribution
to charity.

17K TARGET – 7 CHARITIES – 7TH BIRTHDAY
DONATE: SEARCHSEVEN.CO.UK/S7TEDSTROPHY2018

7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Platinum Match Sponsor
Gold Tier Match Sponsors
Match Ball Sponsor
T-Shirt Sponsor
Man of the Match Sponsor
Player Pre-Match Pack
Advert in the Programme

The event is being held at the AMEX stadium on May 7th 2018. You can find
more information on the event on our website – including tickets, mascots,
venue etc. as well as more details on our 2018 #Share7 initiative
www.searchseven.co.uk/share7

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
www.just-givingpage.co.uk

LOGO

Below shows the logo on a white background as well as purple.
The logo should never appear on any other colours.

Charity
Football
Match
At the AMEX
May 7th 2018

Also the logo can be used without the company sloganas shown.
XI
XI
IN SUPPORT OF:

S7 WATER TANK

Charity
Golf

Charity
Quiz

At Mid Sussex GC
September

Venue and Date
to be confirmed

17k Target – 7 charities – 7th Birthday

SPONSORED BY

Gold Tier Match Sponsor

Excellent brand exposure and the best
package we have on offer:

We are looking for four gold sponsors
for the event.

• Entry & FREE programme for up to
6 people
• Half page logo of your company inside
the programme (500 copies)
• Your company logo on the Search
Seven website as lead event sponsor
• Pre-match interview - to be used in the
event ‘highlights’ video & shared online
• On pitch picture before kick off
• You present the S7 Ted’s Trophy to the
winning team ‘pitch side’ after the game

• Entry & FREE programme for up to
4 people
• Quarter page logo of your company
inside the programme (500 copies)
• Your company logo on the Search
Seven website as event sponsor
• On pitch picture before kick off
All this for a minimum donation of
just £500

All this for a minimum donation of just
£1,000

search marketing & conversion specialists

IN SUPPORT OF 7 CHARITIES:

Platinum Match Sponsor

Player Pre-Match Pack
Crates for players

• Entry & FREE programme for up to
2 people
• Your company logo on the match ball
• PLUS you get to keep one of the match
balls
• Your company logo in the programme
(500 copies)
• Your company logo on the Search Seven
website as an event sponsor
• On pitch picture before kick-off
presenting match ball to the two captains

• Have your company logo on the players-pre match packs (S7 branded crates
with your logo added to them, filled with
fruit & energy drinks
• Plus add in any marketing collateral (flyers,
biz cards) that you like!
• Your company logo in the programme (500
copies)
• You will also keep a crate afterwards

All this for a minimum donation of just
£150 each

T Shirt Sponsor
Have your company logo on the official
event T-Shirts, worn by all players pre match,
also by all volunteers on the night AND at all
other S7 events!
• Excellent advertising for your brand
& you can say you played on the AMEX ;-)
• Your t-shirts will feature in the official
event pictures - shared online
• We are expecting 500 spectators a fantastic advertising opportunity
• Your company logo will also feature
on the search seven website
• You will get a souvenir T-Shirt too

All this for a minimum donation of just £225

Adverts
• Full Page in programme:
• 500 copies
• Full colour
• Minimum £170 donation
• Half Page in programme:
• 500 copies
• Full colour
• Minimum £90 donation
• Quarter Page in programme
• 500 copies
• Full colour
• Minimum £50 donation

All this for a minimum donation of just £700

Man of the match Sponsor
• Entry & FREE programme for up to
2 people
• Your company logo in the programme
(500 copies)
• You then choose the man of the match and
present the trophy to them on stage

If you are interested in any of the above
sponsorship packages please contact
us at events@searchseven.co.uk
Other costs: £15 for a mascot and
entry is £8 adults and £6 kids
(under 12) - both payable via just giving
justgiving.com/fundraising/share7

All this for a minimum donation of just £150

@SearchSeven

@searchse7en

Search Seven

IN SUPPORT OF 7 CHARITIES:

www.new-web-page.co.uk

Celebrating Seven Years With #share7
G

Match Ball Sponsor
We are looking for 2 sponsors

avin Willis
is a sponsor
and supporter
of the Nkuringo Founmy thinking and to inspiring me to run a business with purpose.
search
marketing
& conversion
specialists
dation Nursery and Primary School. He and his company
At the time, Propellernet was going through growth and, as
have not only sponsored Allan Mubangizi since January 2015 they
they started working on bigger brands, they were beginning to
also purchased a water tank and provided much needed aid to
outgrow some of the projects that came their way. With their
the community.
permission, I started working on some of their smaller clients as
Gavin is Managing Director of Hove Based digital marketing
a side project. I was managing the client relationships as well as
agency Search Seven which celebrates 7 years in business this
delivering. This was ideal as it allowed me to hold on to the relayear. In celebration of this landmark, they are launching #share7,
tionships that I had developed at Propellernet and give a solution
an initiative to raise £17k for 7 charities..
to clients that the company was starting to outgrow.
As my portfolio of projects broadened, it presented the perfect
How did you get started in the business?
opportunity to become self-employed. In April 2011, I left and
started trading as Search Seven, which at that point was really
“I was born in Portslade and, with the exception of three years at
just a consultancy. I started working from home and hot desking
University in Southampton, I’ve always been based in Brighton.
for a year, co-working at the Dock, and being based at several
Being part of the local community means a lot to me and I had
coffee shops. I started with three clients, but soon work started
always had a dream to start an agency that had an ethos of givto flow in. I decided to take the plunge in November of that year
ing back at its core.
and officially became a limited company. I invited Dave Lees,
Seven years ago I was working at Propellernet, an award wina former fellow colleague at Propellernet to come and join me
ning digital marketing agency based in Castle Square in Brighton,
as Head of Strategy a year later. We took a room without any
and they had a great approach to working with charities. In fact,
windows at Hova House, shared with local property management
my experience at Propellernet was really fundamental to shaping
company Harper Stone. A few years down the line we got the op-

portunity to move up in the world, quite literally, upstairs in the
same building. At last we had windows! We got one more person
in and then other creative friends, collaborators and freelancers
would pop in, creating more of a buzz about the office.”

Extract of an article that appeared in the April edition of Sussex Business Times

indeed, have all personally selected a charity close to their hearts
for this campaign.
We will be making a lot of noise about #share7 so look out for it
on your social networks and do spread the word amongst the local
community and beyond.”

Tell us a bit more about what #share7 is all about?
“2018 marks our seventh year in business and we are celebrating
by launching #share7, an initiative to raise £17,000 to be shared
across seven charities. It’s going to be a big year for us as we aim
to match six years’ worth of fundraising in just one year! We’ll be
hosting three charity events: a football match at the AMEX stadium on May 7th between Search Seven XI and Trevor Mann Baby
Unit XI; a golf event at Mid Sussex Golf Club on August 30th and
a charity quiz night on November 22nd to achieve this.
We’re really hoping that our #share7 campaign can help make
a huge difference to our seven chosen charities: TMBU, Group B
Search Society,
SevenRISE, The Sussex Beacon, The
Strep Support, Alzheimer’s
Clock Tower Sanctuary and the Nkuringo Foundation, through
Brand
Guidelines //14.04.15
which Search Seven sponsor a local primary school in Uganda. All
of the team members are passionate about the campaign and,

Anyone who can attend or support any of these wonderful fund
raising activities please do!!!! We shall certainly be at the kick off
event on Bank Holiday Monday May 7th!!!
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SARA MCKAY
THROWS A PARTY

As you know people in Nkuringo do not eat meat every
day. As it was Easter, Sara McKay, a friend of
Janice Allan (a wonderful sponsor and friend of
Nkuringo) offered to fund an Easter Celebration at the
school. This was to be a full celebration with meat and
lemonade – something the children also get rarely as
they mainly drink water. There was great excitement
when the news got out!

The goats were chosen from the school
farm (usually male). I know that some
of you may find that hard – but you
need to realise that if you are prepared
to eat meat you should not be shocked
to see where it comes from. In the
school the preparation of the goats was
used as a biology lesson as the children
watched and learned how the various
bits and pieces fitted together. As
Asgario said – it is good to provide
education as well as a delicious
meal.
Matooke is a starchy variety
of banana and you can see the children here preparing them
ready to be cooked as part of the meal.
The cooks worked very hard and everyone had a great time.
There was dancing and singing and of course lots of lemonade!
There are no picky eaters in Nkuringo and all the plates were licked
clean! The children were thrilled to hold up a
sign to thank Sara for her amazing gift. They
had a very special Easter thanks to her
kind generosity.
Thank you Sara from all of us
– these photos say it all.
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ach month we pay to have about 20-25 copies of the
newsletter printed. I used to print them myself but
was spending so much time with paper and sticky tape
that we decided to bite the bullet and have them printed.
Over half these copies get sent directly to Nkuringo where
they are eagerly read by students and staff of both
Nkuringo Primary and Secondary Schools – who love to
read about the work the sponsors are doing – and see
photos of themselves. The others are distributed to
specific organisations or sponsors who cannot see the
computer copy but still provide us with amazing support.
The Newsletter is what it is because of its readers. Without your kindness and generosity there would be no
stories. Long may we continue to have stories to tell!
Enjoy!

See
you next
month

